
Informal Notes for Discussion 
ONN Conference – Shared Measurement Meeting Friday September 20, 2013
Outline of the Session: What could a shared approach towards nonprofit impact measurement look like? How can we track and 
tell the story of our collective impact? What role can funders, intermediaries and nonprofits play? How might we work together? 
These questions have in part come out of developments regarding the Ontario Trillium Foundation’s new impact measurement 
framework. After a short presentation from OTF, we discussed other activities currently underway, what potential links might be 
and how this potential collective work could strengthen our mutual aims to measure and support the nonprofit sector’s impact.
Framing question: “How can we work together to build a shared measurement approach that meets the respective needs of 
organizations and actors and also adds value to the sector so that we increase our impact in communities?”
Key take-away:

• Agreement over the need for a common/shared vision for impact measurement
Questions, issues and key points raised during the discussion:
Potential

• Shared measurement presents opportunity for collaborative learning (not  a new concept in the sector, but perhaps a new 
‘way in’ to this potential) 

How does measurement link to what we do and how we do it (strategy)?
• How do we ensure that the community is listened to and this is translated into evaluation/program design? 
• Goal for everyone is to know what works and what does not work and to leverage respective positions in the sector to 

share that knowledge such that we have more impact.
• At the moment, there is no natural venue for sharing that information. Do funders understand what is working about 

what is being funded? Sharing of impact not taking place - this can potentially lead to more real change - where is 
the venue?

• Also important to understand that people need that data translated so it can be understood.
• What is the link between shared measurement and collective impact? Reviewed elements of collective impact and 

explored natural fit between shared measurement and collective impact  

Key Issue Areas for Shared Measurement
Context

• Measurement and evaluation are challenges to everyone 
• Government struggles to evaluate their own programs 
• Determining collective impact results may be beyond the current capabilities of government 
• What are the relationships between government and the sector that could affect evaluation? Which are affected by 

it? 
• Currently, a strong push for outcomes and impact evaluation 

• Putting this work onto organizations without adequate resources - who can help make sense of that information - 
how do we create these linkages and make these accessible to increase capacity of organizations 

• Why are organizations being asked to measure outcomes? Motivations are not always clear
Relationships

• Need to bring people together and need to make sure things are simple - coordinated goals, but sometimes currently 
working at cross-purposes

• The work is not incompatible - what facilitates collaboration? What is the current context?
• Funder / organization coordination Engaging in conversations between funders and organizations 
• Acknowledge power differentials How can funders and organizations work together on mutual goals, finding a productive 

and respectful way to work across these power dynamics? 
• power dynamics are at play 
• involved: organizations are doing a lot of unfunded work, many staff do not have a sustainable livelihood, there is 

insecurity and  competition in the sector… need for ability to share lessons - most significant barrier is policy - all 
funders have different ideas of what evaluation is, people don’t follow funding lines

• Culture shift Important to have data perceived as exciting to be able to have important pieces of data – shift perceptions of 
data, planning and learning opportunities

• Building trust about data, and the story of data: Who will do knowledge translation and transfer? Who tells the story? 
Have some data, but need to share the story as well as the data. The power to interpret can make on-the-ground 
organizations defensive, since they are not often called on to be a part of the framing and validation of stories. Need to 
have the conversation despite resistance. 

• Sometimes, stakeholders feel the need for reports that yield a particular story. This makes trust much harder to build. 
In a context difficult to navigate, without the chance to build common stories, there is a very real fear of losing control 
of data. 

• Topics for a funder-to-funder discussion
• Need a broader conversation with more funders 

• How to approach this area as a funder - impact is challenging and a number of issues arise, including 
sponsor relations 

• Lacking internal capacity at government level to collective impact evaluations - very simple evaluation - 
want to show moderate success - evolution of that systemic issues beyond the programmatic one 

• Public funders face pressure to find ways to get more - outcomes, better than outputs - impact beyond 
scope of what is funded 

Tools
• Canadian Index of Wellbeing has articulated some issues and acted as a focal point 
• Databases for different funds - how do we streamline, but maintain differences. Need accountability from funders, as 



required of organizations – funders and other nonprofits should be held to the same standards and requirements
• Technology can play a role in the work – How can measurement / data being collected collectively contribute to theory of 

change - orgs go to common mind map find the indicator that they can move - create giant mind map of initiatives that exist 
- each outcomes people suggest indicators and talk about what works well. Researchers then go in and think about what 
relationships actually exists. 

• Feedback: this would create more data, but to what end. Doesn’t speak to whom it affects and how it worked. 
Becomes results-based accountability. 

• Where does open data fit into the conversation?
• Connecting with existing measurement and data work What are the interesting questions - what can data help us 

understand - geeks and app makers are moving ahead - how do we connect with these communities, understand the 
resources and movements that could help our work? 

Motivations and Needs to be Met
• Need to ensure that we are driving work based on community need – funders and organizations need to shape their 

measurement agendas around this
• How do we address privacy issues? Big concern of government
• Broader contextual issues are related to decisions about measurement 

• Some worry that imposed measurement may have preconditioned outcomes, for example, reduced service 
manifested by cuts to funding 

• What is the information used for? 
• There could be unintended consequences of measurement 

• What if measurement does not adequately capture underlying impact (things that are hard to articulate or quantify – 
for example, what did clients get that they needed, even if it was not part of measurement framework)? Could this 
experiment in measurement reduce services or funding that are working well? 

• Shared evaluation, shared workload – Having a shared vision and measurement needs to happen in such a way that 
organizations are either funded/supported to undertake evaluation, and/or the current incommensurate burdens are lifted: 
“can’t have every organization accountable for every single outcome”

• Can funders make evaluation resourcing and expectations commensurate? Funders have not often provided the 
resources aligned with expectations. 

• Sometimes, the thought is that if they do these things to some extent, then the work will be good. Does it pan out? 
• A discussion about long-term impacts needs to be a part of the conversation

Terms 
• Being used interchangeably: data (box of receipts) to information (financial statement) to learning change/knowledge 

(cash flow budget) - need to refine understanding 
• There are a lot of buzz terms and jargon used in the sector, by funders and NFPs - this creates confusion 

Towards a Shared Vision 
• Agreement over the need for a common/shared vision for impact measurement
• Can common goals be defined? 
• Can feasible strategies be developed?

• Dimension of time: Funding timelines (e.g. 1 year) hinder the ability to meaningfully demonstrate impact
• What could success look like? 

• If common measurement for impact is 5 years or more…
• … Can organizations have room to get to impact? 
• ….Can organizations do the immediate/intermediate work they need to do?
• ….Can the impact move off each individual organization towards funders who have a collective view/ 

coordinating position already?
• CADAC(Canadian Arts Data) example: Canadian database created - collective process that is accessible - 

common financial form for arts councils - reduced the number of forms people are filling out - financial and reporting 
requirements - organizations now can compare themselves across the province/country - collection itself needs to 
be considered. 

• Other examples?
• Shared understanding of impact measurement could help tell us what works

• Organizations want to know what works - want to interpret data to know what works and how do we share - vital to 
contribute to impact

• A good approach will likely…
• mean coordination rather than simplification
• be grounded in an acknowledgement that changes happen because context changes and we are always in 

process 
• Not come to a foregone conclusion that we should all be implementing the same strategies / doing the same 

things – diversity and complexity are a big part of the story
• mean a commitment

• Intentionally saying we will work together in the long-term
• be flexible

• Systems that we adopt are often inflexible, how do we avoid this pitfall?
• acknowledge that changing systems is not often financially viable 

• How to lower the cost of engagement 
• Spread the benefits of collective measurement across the sector

Opportunities to explore
• Need process to build a common vision – is there energy for this? 



• Could ONN be our group to participate/align - is there potential for a constellation? What would the specific focus be 
for a constellation?

• Sense-making What is coming down the pipe seems like chaos - can someone pull together who is doing what?
• Grantor/grantees working together - merit coming together - common ground without reference to meeting criteria - 

inform process, bring together funders as well
• Find ways to negotiate or avoid points of conflict and overlap - need backbone organization - cost? 
• Shouldn’t be organized by the funders (an independent facilitator is important). Who identifies that person?

• Vision Where do we want to be in a year? There seems to be momentum
• Moving from individual gestures to coordinated strategy Series of “one-offs” for now - panels of people working on 

different tools/strategies space to share - can say to funders which would be good models - asked for input, but don’t have 
collective expertise to comment

• Can we find points of commonality in the data items we need to collect? 


